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1. **Format & Style**
   **Book Chapter:** All Book chapters must be typed in A4 size (font size 12) in 1.5 space in single column with at least one inch margin on all sides. Authors should submit single word files that contain the following information.

   1. Title of the Chapter
   2. Author Name & Designation, Phone Number, Email
   3. Abstract and Keywords
   4. Introduction
   5. Chapter Content
   6. References

2. **Language:** We publish books in all languages.

3. **References:** References to the literature cited for the manuscript should be numbered in order of appearance in the manuscript and cited in the text with superscript numbers. The reference number should follow the following format.

   **For Journals Format:** Author(s) of article (surname initials). Title of the manuscript. Journal title. Year of publication; volume number (issue number): page numbers.

   Standard journal article (If more than six authors, the first six shall be listed followed by et al.)


   For Books and other monograph Format: Author AB, Author BB, Author CC. Title of Book. Ed, Vol, Publisher, City, year, page numbers.


**Note:** Book chapter should be between 15 to 25 pages.
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